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Mastering Oracle Scheduler in Oracle 11g DatabasesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Scheduler (DBMS_SCHEDULER) is included in Oracle Database and is a tool for the automation, management, and control of jobs. It enables users to schedule jobs running inside the database such as PL/SQL procedures or PL/SQL blocks, as well as jobs running outside the database like shell scripts. Scheduler ensures that jobs are run on time,...
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Search Engine Optimization for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Plan Your Own Estate: Passing on Your Assets and Your Values Legally and EfficientlyApress, 2012

	Plan Your Own Estate: Passing on Your Assets and Your Values Legally and Efficiently takes a straightforward and engaging “you”-oriented approach to dealing with one of life’s certainties--death. While you "can’t take it with you," this book empowers you to decide how your assets...
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Search Engine Optimization For Dummies, Second Edition (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Fonts & EncodingsO'Reilly, 2007

	This reference is a fascinating and complete guide to using fonts and typography on the Web and across a variety of operating systems and application software. Fonts & Encodings shows you how to take full advantage of the incredible number of typographic options available, with advanced material that covers everything from...
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Communications Systems and NetworksHungry Minds, 2000
Packed with diagrams and illustrations, Communications & Systems delivers plain-English explanations of all the technical fundamentals -- and puts everything in context by addressing standards, regulations, and the real-world outlook for legacy, contemporary, and emerging technologies. In this unique overview, Ray Horak lucidly...
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Dialogue with Bakhtin on Second and Foreign Language Learning: New PerspectivesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume is the first to explore links between the Russian linguist Mikhail Bakhtin's theoretical insights about language and practical concerns with second and foreign language learning and teaching. Situated within a strong conceptual framework and drawing from a rich empirical base, it reflects recent scholarship in applied linguistics that...
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The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second EditionApress, 2006

	The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) offers a variety of compilers for different programming languages including C, C++, Java, Fortran, and Ada. The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second Edition has been revised to reflect the changes made in the most recent major GCC release, version 4. Providing in-depth information on GCC's enormous...
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Drupal for Education and E-LearningPackt Publishing, 2008
Social media in the classroom provide unique opportunities for teaching and learning. This book helps you break through the hype, and shows you how to build a site in Drupal that incorporates the Web in your class, on your terms, to achieve specific learning goals.

This book provides the essential details to get the most out of your...
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Learning in 3D: Adding a New Dimension to Enterprise Learning and CollaborationPfeiffer, 2010

	Praise for Learning in 3D


	"Learning is the key to our future and powerful learning will result from immersive, interactive, and creative 3D designs. Tony O'Driscoll and Karl Kapp have written a disruptive book about a disruptive technology that we all need to explore. This is a must read!" —Elliott Masie, chair,...
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Grammar to Go: How It Works and How To Use ItWadsworth Publishing, 2009


	Perhaps the most gratifying part of creating a third edition of Grammar to Go is

	knowing that so many instructors, both in the United States and abroad, have been

	using our pedagogy with great success. Most of the revisions made between the

	first edition and the second involved the reorganization of the text, especially the...
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The AeneidRandom House, 2021

	A fresh and faithful translation of Vergil’s Aeneid restores the epic’s spare language and fast pace and sheds new light on one of the cornerstone narratives of Western culture.

	

	“Vivid and haunting . . . a model of how to render Latin poetry in English.”—Tom Holland,...
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